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Bucks might be tough postseason foe for Hawks

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

3:56 p.m. Tuesday, March 23, 2010

It’s not quite right to consider the Hawks’ loss to Milwaukee on Monday a potential playoffs preview, even

though the teams could meet in the postseason.

For starters, there are no back-to-back games in the playoffs. The Hawks beat the Spurs in a physical and

intense overtime game Sunday night and arrived in Milwaukee early Monday morning.

“Our starters logged a lot of minutes in the overtime game, so coming down the stretch [Monday] you would

think they would start to get a little tired and shots would come up short, and that’s what happened,” Hawks

forward Maurice Evans said after Milwaukee’s 98-95 victory.

Then again, the Bucks pushed the Hawks to overtime while losing at Philips Arena last month despite

playing at Miami the night before. This time the Bucks came back from a 12-point deficit in the second half

and made a handful of winning plays late.

The Bucks are 15-2 since trading for guard John Salmons, who scored 32 points in each game against

the Hawks.

“They play hard,” said Hawks forward Josh Smith. “All [coach Scott] Skiles teams play hard. They’ve got

a low-post presence who demands a lot of double teams [Andrew Bogut] and a lot of shooters on the

perimeter.

“They are a pretty good team.”

The Hawks looked to be in control after they took a 74-62 lead with two minutes left in the third. Even after

Milwaukee closed the margin to 74-67 to end the quarter, Evans’ basket to open the fourth quarter quieted

the Bradley Center.

But then Salmons, Luke Ridnour and Carlos Delfino made shots to energize the Bucks and start the

rally.

“They just turned it on,” Smith said. “We had them in check pretty much the whole game, and then they

shot lights out early in the fourth quarter. It was hard to defend.”

Johnson back on target

Hawks guard Joe Johnson looked to have found his rhythm again after missing two games with tendinitis

in his Achilles tendon. He made 13 of 25 shots against the Bucks and scored 14 of his 27 points in the
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fourth quarter.

In his two previous games since returning, Johnson made only 15 of 44 field-goal attempts.

“I’m trying to get my legs back under me and do what it takes,” Johnson said. “Late in ballgames these guys

look to me to make plays, and that’s what I tried to do.”
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